Outline for W. S. 001

Instructor: Dr. Abby L. Schwarz
Summer Session 1981

Topics in order of discussion:

1. Introduction
   Anatomy

2. Physiology, including menstruation

3. Birth control, including sterilization

4. Venereal and non-venereal disease

5. Breast cancer and BSEs

6. Abortion

7. Rape

8. Sexuality

9. Menopause

10. You and your doctor, or, how to get what you want and need from your office visit

11. Survey of health care clinics and hospital facilities in B. C. (emphasis to be very much on Lower Mainland)

Grading scheme:

Class exam halfway through the course: 30%
Participation in tutorials: 30%
Individual project: 40%

Text:


Several books will be on reserve along with some pertinent articles. Expect to work intensively in this course.